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At one time "Radio" described a delivery method... using AM and FM frequencies for content delivery over the air. However, over time, radio has come to mean the "content" that is created and the particular delivery method is less defined. Consumers have an ever widening choice of how to receive content and an ever widening variety of the content that is available..... Certainly AM and FM are still the most important technologies, but PCs, Mobile Phones, Connected TVs, Game Consoles, Satellite and HD Radio present new choice and opportunity for delivery of content. Each of these methods also has its own opportunities for how broadcasters can enhance their relationship with their listeners.

Continued innovations have led to a new generation of solid state RF power amplifier technology providing significantly higher output power, density, and greater efficiency resulting in lower purchase and operating costs on improved RF performance and robustness on par with tube based RF power amplifiers. These improvements in cost and efficiency will make solid state transmitters more cost competitive.

The author will discuss the history of solid-state FM transmitter design, the current architectures used along with the most recent developments in solid state device technology along with the challenges and solutions in high-power RF amplifier design, cooling, combining, control and power supply systems for the next generation of solid state, high-power, digital / FM transmitters.

Traditionally, audio processors have relied on limiters and clippers in achieving target loudness. While this technique generally works, major improvements can be had by the use of intelligent gain control.
in the AGC sections of an audio processor to gain spot-on level control as well as building a large amount of RMS energy which leaves the limiters and clippers to do what they do best - limit peaks.

This feat is derived by brand new techniques never before seen for "wideband" AGC control as well as intelligent multiband AGC’s. The end result is greatly improved source-to-source program consistency, levels that are “always right”, as well as clean loudness.

Cornelius will share some of our discoveries while developing the latest line of audio processing gear at Omnia Audio.

2:30 PM: Creative Use of FM Translators and Boosters

This session will discuss strategies for improving translators and boosters. The rules have changed, with new ideas for translator site improvements, daytime AM translators that can be programmed at night and translators with HD2 primary signal inputs. The session will include real-life examples of creative translator use of stations now on the air. Included will be dangers of interference to translator inputs and from translator outputs. Also, how new LPFM rules will impact translators. The session will include several examples of synchronous boosters that are working well today.

3:30 PM: Break

Sponsored By: Alpha Video

3:45 PM: Remotes Are Changing

This session will discuss a variety of techniques that can be used to provide efficient, yet high quality remote broadcasts. Engineers are always being told to do more with less. With the advent of 3G/4G cellular, IP, and Smartphones, today’s engineer has multiple choices for engineering a remote - not just POTS (plain old telephone service). See where the technology is heading, and what services are being discontinued. Every broadcast engineer should add these techniques to their engineering arsenal.

4:30 PM: Exhibits Open/Reception

7:30 PM: Nuts & Bolts

Beer & Brats Sponsored By: Continental Electronics Corp.

Continental Electronics
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7:45 AM: Registration & Continental Breakfast

Sponsored in Part By: Nautel

8:30 AM: Using Tower Design Codes to Your Advantage

“That’s why we carry insurance!” is the all-too-often response when a station’s tower must be analyzed and/or reinforced. Consider the tower built 30 years ago in a remote location, now surrounded by 300 homes, for which antenna changes become necessary. How would you proceed and how can you control the costs?

Broadcasters do have options concerning which structural design Standard or portions of a Standard to implement, with respect to analyzing and/or reinforcing their tower. This presentation will explain how to effectively use the intricacies within each design Standard to achieve the broadcaster’s objectives, including: increasing the tower’s antenna load capacity and/or meeting insurance carrier or community requirements. We will explore which Standard is best-suited to maximize owner options while minimizing the need and cost of reinforcing.

9:15 AM: We’re Still Out There

FCC Enforcement Actions – An Analysis of Broadcast Violations.

What are the top ten violations committed by broadcasters? What does the broadcaster need to focus on to avoid violations and the resulting forfeitures?

10:00 AM: Exclusive Exhibit Time

11:00 AM: Lunch

Sponsored By: Comrex

1:30 PM: RF Safety

Addressing RF safety at facilities is an issue that all broadcasters must face. In this presentation we will look at the standards that are currently in effect in the United States, the effects of and science behind RF exposure, and the development of RF safety plans for the broadcaster.
2:15 PM: Case Histories in Lightning Protection and Grounding

3:00 PM: Break
Sponsored By: Nautel

3:15 PM: Are Your Antennas Ready For the Worst?

4:00 PM: When a 2000 Foot Tower Collapses, What’s Next

5:30 PM: Dinner

7:00 PM: SBE Meeting
“How Government Schizophrenia Has Both Promoted and Impaired Broadband Development in the US”

7:45 AM: Registration & Continental Breakfast
Sponsored By: Harris

8:30 AM: BER Testing Circular Polarization for Mobile DTV
Reliability is the key to the success of Mobile TV. Reliable reception of mobile TV depends on the spatial immunity of the handheld receiver. Spatial immunity of the receiver can only be achieved with sufficient margin to provide the necessary bit error rates required for digital service. New experimental field data comparing linear and circular polarization based on bit error rates will be presented to help quantify the benefits of circular polarization in real world mobile applications.

9:15 AM: Taking Control of MPEG Transport Streams
From our early history of analog composite video, today’s broadcast engineer must be adept in implementing and troubleshooting digital transport streams that can carry multiple programs with compressed audio and video services. This presentation begins with a primer to give engineers a

We’ll review the amazing events and aftermath of the unforgettable night the ground shook in Fairchild, WI.

Thursday, October 13

The Night the Ground Shook In Fairchild

On the wintry night of March 22, 2011 the ground was covered with sleet, snow, ice and something much more incredible—the steel remnants of a tower that had soared 2000 ft into the air for 45 years. Excessive ice and wind proved too much for the WEAU-TV tower.

This slide talk discusses the elements of a building’s wiring and grounding systems (including lightning protection) that pertain to power quality at communications facilities and improved up-time. Proper wiring and grounding, beyond those minimal requirements of the NEC, can greatly alleviate power quality problems in broadcast and public service communications facilities. These improvements can be very cost-effective, usually simple in description, and help prevent costly downtime. The presentation concentrates on actual experiences at broadcast facilities where grounding and lightning protection were of paramount importance in maintaining system availability. Case histories of several communications facilities will be discussed, including proper and improper grounding and bonding, with liberal use of on-site photographs to show what these systems and devices look like in actual installations. Some discussion of general wiring techniques applicable to all facilities will be included.

3:15 PM: Case Histories in Lightning Protection

Thursday, October 13

From our early history of analog composite video, today’s broadcast engineer must be adept in implementing and troubleshooting digital transport streams that can carry multiple programs with compressed audio and video services. This presentation begins with a primer to give engineers a
better understanding of the hows and whys of transport streams. Particular attention is paid to the critical step of digital modulation in ATSC over-the-air transmission. Three important innovations in transport stream infrastructure are explored — methods for restoring clock accuracy; tracking and identifying errors; and automatic back-up switching of critical paths.

10:00 AM: Break
Sponsored By: Nautei

10:15 AM: OLED What is it?
The world has moved on flat panel displays and CRTs have gone the way of the dinosaur. However, up until now, neither plasma or LCD have proved a satisfactory replacement. Organic Light Emitting Diode or “OLED” is seen as an improvement to these and has even shown to outperform the old CRT. This presentation will talk about what OLED is, how it operates, and how it compares with all of the previous technologies.

11:00 AM: The CALM Act, ITU-R BS.1770 Revisited
The presentation reports how loudness based guide- lines are being adopted around the world. With the CALM act now passed by the Senate and by the Congress, transparent and predictable normalization of interstitials has become even more essential to production companies and to broadcasters.

Recent additions to the ITU-R BS.1770 standard enable improved leveling of commercials and promos without sacrificing the possibility for broadcasting wide loudness range content such as film, drama and music. The presentation describes how to root production, transmission and logging in a revised set of rules that may be used to create tight delivery specifications; and it offers strategies for efficient cross-platform workflow encompassing linear audio, AC3 and mobile platforms.

Noon: Lunch
Sponsored By: Panasonic

1:15 PM: The One Man News Crew: Cellular Wireless for ENG Applications
Until recently, cellular wireless data connections haven’t been fast and reliable enough for live video streaming applications. The latest innovations in networking, such as broadband bonding, are now enabling reliable and high-quality live video streaming over bonded cellular data cards. Coinciding with the crowd sourcing of news and content in general, these types of inexpensive, light-weight broadcast technologies will enable one-man crews to do the work of a satellite truck. We will have a detailed look into the technology, its applications and short-, mid- and long-term implications of this technology in the broadcasting and video-on-the-web verticals.

2:00 PM: Time to Get Serious with Interactive TV
Although mainstream ITV has largely been an unfulfilled promise for over 30 years, there is a perfect storm of recent events that suggests ITV is about to become an important factor in next generation media and supporting CE devices. In the multi-channel video and broadcast industries smart tv receivers, set-top-boxes, and other delivery platforms are incorporating widgets, applications, and/or middleware (e.g. EBIF and OCAP) with talk back mechanisms. The new ATSC/MH over-the-air broadcast standard supporting video delivery to cellphones incorporates an interactivity framework with a back channel for interactivity. Switched digital video and audience measurement systems in cable are facilitating targeting advertising and could lead to synthetic channels personalized down to the household level. DVRs employ local intelligence to insert commercials. If that were not enough, we now see substantial video moving beyond user generated content being delivered to personal computers with talk-back channels.

Audience participation shows such as American Idol have demonstrated the consumer appeal of ITV and with the perfect storm of new infrastructure rolling out, it is likely we will see near term rapid deployments of ITV.

2:45 PM: Can Broadcasters Play a Role in Broadband Evolution
There are an increasing number of opportunities for existing broadcast providers to provide broadband services. Whether using the existing 8-VSB standard for fixed content delivery, or through the appropriate deployment of more sophisticated, next generation OFDM based modulation, which will enable highly efficient enhanced mobile multicast services, broadcasters must move now to ensure that the spectrum they currently occupy, not just the content they produce, is relevant in the daily lives of nearly every American citizen.

Join us next year for the 2012 Broadcasters Clinic
October 9-11
Madison Marriott West Hotel
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Clinic Committee and WBA Staff
Kent Aschenbrenner - Milwaukee Public Television
Steve Brown - Woodward Communications, Inc.
Mark Burg - Grant Media LLC
Gordon Carter - Professional Audio Services
Leonard Charles - Television Wisconsin, Inc.
Greg Dahl - Second Opinion Communications, Inc.
Clif Groth - New Radio Group
Bill Hubbard - UW-Green Bay
Vern Killion
Keith Kintner - UW-Oshkosh
Gary Mach
Jason Mielke - WCLO/WJVL
Kevin Ruppert - WISC-TV
Tom Smith
Michelle Vetterkind - CAE, WBA President & CEO
Linda Baun - WBA Vice President
Mandy Endicott - WBA Administrative Assistant
The Broadcasters Clinic Committee and the Wisconsin Broadcasters Association wishes to extend our gratitude to: The Broadcast Clinic Exhibitors and The Prize Donors

Alive Telecom
Alpha Video
Avid
Belden
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcasters General Store
Canon USA
COMREX
Continental Electronics Corporation
Digital Alert Systems
ENCO Systems
ERI - Electronics Research, Inc.
EVERTZ
Full Compass Systems
Gepco International
Harmonic
Harris
Heartland Video Systems
Joseph Electronics
Kathrein Inc., Scala Division
LOGITEK
Marshall Electronics
Micronetixx Communications
Nautel
Panasonic
RadioTraffic.com
RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS
RCS
Roscor Corporation
Ross Video
SBE
Sony
SPX Communications Technology
Tieline Technology
VIZRT, Inc.
WideOrbit

(List is inconclusive. See Exhibitors Map in your Attendee Packet for complete listing.)
DATES
Tuesday through Thursday, October 11-13, 2011

LOCATION & ACCOMMODATIONS:
All sessions of the Broadcasters Clinic 2011 are held at the Madison Marriott West, located at 1313 John Q. Hammons Drive, Middleton. Please make your own room reservations with the Marriott West. The hotel telephone number is 1-608-831-2000. We suggest that you make your reservations before Tuesday, September 13, 2011, while discounted rooms are being held for the clinic. The discount rate is $114. Please specify that you are attending the 2011 Broadcasters Clinic.

FEE
$130 - Any two days  $150 - All three days
Fees cover program materials, continental breakfasts and luncheons as indicated, refreshment breaks, and an evening reception with hors d’oeuvres (cash bar). Vegetarian meals can be requested by calling the WBA office at 1-800-236-1922, by September 23, 2011.

The WBA will need to guarantee meal counts with the hotel, therefore the WBA will NOT refund any cancellations made after Friday, September 23, 2011. The WBA will also invoice for all “no-shows.”

INFORMATION
For further conference or exhibitor information, contact: Linda Baun 1-800-236-1922, lbaun@wi-broadcasters.org

REGISTRATION
To register by phone, please call: 1-800-236-1922
Fax to: 1-608-256-3986
Register Online at: www.wi-broadcasters.org

GEnEral inForeMaTion
To Register By:
Phone: 1-800-236-1922
Fax: 1-608-256-3986
Online: www.wi-broadcasters.org

Linda Baun
WBA
44 E. Mifflin Street, Suite 900
Madison, WI 53703